Instructions for the First Pitch Ballfeeder

1. Slide your ballfeeder out of the box. You will have 3 pieces: The feeder with the motor, a 5’ long leg and a “T” shaped bar.

2. On the one end of the 5’ leg are snap buttons. These snaps will snap into the holes on the “T” shaped foot piece that sits on the ground.

3. There is a leg support bracket located on the side of the feeder. Loosen the black knob. Put the “T” shaped foot support on the ground and put the other end of the leg into the support bracket and tighten. Put at a slight incline for gravity ball feeding into the motor.

4. If you have a softball or baseball chute attached to your pitching machine, remove it. At the end of the ballfeeder - the piece that has the motor - there is a swing-out mounting bracket. Mount this bracket as you would a ball chute.

5. Your ballfeeder is shipped in the baseball position. To change over to feed softballs simply loosen the 4 silver wing nuts on each side of the feeder. Adjust/maneuver the wing nuts through the adjustment slot and retighten the wingnuts.

6. There are 2 cords on the ballfeeder, a male and a female plug. The male cord plugs into the power supply. The female cord plugs into the pitching machine and supplies the power to the machine.

7. Balls shoot every 8 - 10 seconds. To speed them up slightly just loosen the 4 wing nuts. This will loosen the grip that the black rubber wheel has on the balls.

Questions? call 1-888-400-9498